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My Trip to India / January & February 2011

My wife, Nancy, and I have 

visited India several times and 

we love it. On this trip, I visited 

schools in New Delhi and 

Mumbai. 

In New Delhi, I spent a morning 

at the Elsabeth Gauba School, 

where I gave five presentations:  Pre-K, Kindergarten, and 

Grades 1 - 3. This gave me a chance to to read stories 

form both my new I See I Learn books and the 

MathStart series.

The students loved the books and were very engaged 

and responsive. The younger students especially liked 

Emma’s Friendwich and happily repeated all the key 

friendship words highlighted in the story: smile, ask, 

help, share. 

They also enjoyed Jack the Builder and tried to imagine 

what Jack was going to make, describing each of his 

magical block constructions. 
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The older students readily answered questions about 

negative numbers when I read Less Than Zero and were 

easily convinced that “clams” were a reasonable 

currency for penguins—like rupees for India and dollars 

in the US. They empathized with Perry when he lost all 

his clams, and were delighted that, in the end, he finally 

was able to buy an ice-scooter and that he had “a 

cool new job, too.”!

The principal of the school, Madame Geeta Oberai, 

was so pleased with the day that she promised to buy 

copies of all my books for the school library. 

I also visited schools in Mumbai, organized by Alifya 

Loharchalwala, founder and director of The Open 

Window Book and Toy Library and Learning Centre. 

Imagine: a book and toy library—all my favorite 

things in one place! 

I presented to a total of five schools, all Muslim, in two 

very full days.

More India!
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More India!

I also had the opportunity to visit Open Window. Right in 

the middle of the bustling Crawford Market section of 

Mumbai, it's a wonderful resource for families who may 

not be able to afford to purchase educational toys, 

games  and books. I'm proud that my books are on display 

and available here.  

It was my best trip yet!
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